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A criterion for the existence of invariant probability measures in 
*) Markov processes 
by 
. . . **) Arie Hord1Jk and Paul Van Goethem 
Summary 
In this paper we investigate the existence of invariant probability mea-
sures for Markov processes on noncompact state spaces. The introduced 
criterion is a generalization of a Foster criterion [Foster (1953), 
theorem 2] and of a Liapunov function criterion [Kushner (1971),sec-
tion 8.6.5] • As an illustration of the applicability of our criterion, 
we show that it is satisfied for the Lindley model in queueing problems. 
*) This paper is not for review; it is meant for publication in a journal. 
**) . · . . P f h. k d h. 1 Un1vers1ta1re Instelling Antwerpen. art o tis wor was one w 1 e 
the second author was an "aspirant navorser N.F.W.O." 
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I. I?RELIMINARIES 
Let (X ), n=0,1,2, .•. be a Markov process defined on the probability 
Il 
space (&"2,A:,P). We assume that the state space E is a separable metric 
space with Borel a-algebra F. 
For f a measurable function on Ewe denote 
Pf(x) = J P(x,dy)f(y), 
E 
where P(x,B), x EE and BE F, is the stochastic kernel corresponding to 
the Markov process (P(x,E)=l for all x EE). Further, given any set Band 
function f we write IBf for the function which equals f on Band is zero 
C 
on B (the complement of set B). We define 
pn = (PI )n-Ip, n ~ I, 
B Bc 
where th the (n-1) power means that the operator PI is applied (n-1) 
BC 
times ((PI )O = I the identical operator). 
1{ 
Finally we introduce 
00 
When applying one of the above introduced operators on some.function 
fit is tacitly assumed that the operator acted on the function !fl gives 
a function which is everywhere finite (for example when we write Pf then 
it is assumed that 
J P(x,dy) lf(y)I <~for all x € E). 
E 
Forµ a measure and g a measurable function we denote 
µg = J g(x)µ(dx). 
2. INVARIANT PROBABILITY MEASURES 
3 
A measureµ is called invariant for the Markov process (X ), n=0,1, ••• 
n 
with kernel P(x,B), x € E and B € F, if 
µ = µP = I µ(dx) P(x,.) 
E 
The following conditions are sufficient for the existence of an invariant 
probability measure 
S) StabilitI_condition 
There exists a aorrrpaat set A and a finite nonnegative and measu:r>abZe 
function <l>(x) suah that 
and 
I+ PI c ~(x) s ~(x) 
A 
C for au X € A 
is 7:Jtbunded on A. 
c) If f € C(E) (the aZass of reaZ vaZued, bounded and continuous funa-
4 
tions on E), then Pf E C(E) and PIA£ E C(E). 
We note that the first part of condition C is equivalent to the assump-
tion that the Markov process is.stable [Loeve (1960), p. 623]. A suffi-
cient condition for the second part of assumption C is P(x,A\Ai) = 0 for 
all x EE, with Ai the interior of the set A. 
In the sequel of this section we assume that conditions Sand Care 
satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 1 • If £ E C (A) then GA f E C (A) and henae the embedded 
Markov proaess on A is sta,bZe. 
PROOF. According to a well-known theorem on weak convergence of probabil-
ity measures [Billingsley (1968), p.12] it is sufficient to show that for 
any nonnegative lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) function g it holds that 
GAIAg is l.s.c. It follows from condition C that if g is l.s.c. then 
PIAg is l.s.c. The compact set A is closed and hence 1 (the indicator 
Ac 
function of Ac) is l.s.c. Consequently if g 
, Combining these arguments we find that ,N ln=O 
is l.s.c. then PI g is l.s.c. 
Ac 
P:IAg is l.s.c. for N=l,2, •••• 
Since the limit of a nondecreasing sequence of l.s.c. functions is also 
l.s.c., we obtain that GAIAg is l.s.c. To prove the second part of the 
assertion we note that the transition probabilities of the Markov process 
on A equal 
with x EA and lB the indicator function of the set B c A, BE F. 
Interpreting the following terms as the probabilities that the Markov 
process does and does not visit the set A before time n+l, shows 
n 2 PAk IA + pn 1 
k=l A Ac = IE·. 
In the first part of the proof of proposition 3 we shall show that 
GAIE(x) < 00 for all x € E. Hence lim P: I = 10 and consequently 
n~ Ac 
PROPOSITION 2. The erribed.ded Markov process on A has an invariant proba-
bi U ty measu:re. 
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PROOF. The assertion follows innnediately from the well-known fact that a 
stable process on a compact state space has an invariant probability mea-
sure (see for example [Rosenblatt (1971), p.99]). To be comj»lete we give 
an elementary proof of this result. Define for fixed x € A, 
I N n 
IT (B) = - l AP (x,B), 
N N n=l 
N= 1 , 2, •••• 
It follows from a well-known theorem of Prohorov (cf.[Billingsley (1968), 
p. 37]) that (TIN) , N=t,2, ••• , has a weakly convergent subsequence. 
Hence for some subsequence Nk' k=l,2, ••• , and some probability measure 
TI on A we have that 
(2.1) lim TIN_ g = Ilg 
k~ -"k 
It is easily seen that also 
(2.2) 
for all g € C(A). 
for all g € C(A). 
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If g E C(A) then according to proposition I also APg E C(A) and hence 
from (2.1) 
(2.3) 
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) we find that 
for all g E C(A). 
Consequently, IT is an invariant probability measure (cf. [Billingsley 
(1968), theorem 1.3 on p. 9]). D 
PROPOSITION 3. The MaPkov pPocess has an inVaPiant pPobabiZity measUPe. 
PROOF. We first show that GA IE(x) is bounded on A. From the first part 
of the condition S we have that 




From the second part of condition Sit follows that 
·~ P IA + P I </>, 
Ac 
is bounded on A. 
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Let TIA be an invariant probability measure for the embedded Markov process 
on A. Then we define a measure TI on Eby 
Since TIA GA IE is finite we have that TI is a finite measure. 
Now we proceed along the same lines as in [Harris (1956).J to prove tha·t 
TI is an invariant measure. Indeed, since TIA GA IA= TIA we have for B € F 
-1 Finally (TIIE) TI(.) is an invariant probability measure. D 
3. QUEUEING PROCESSES 
Following [Lindley (1952)] (see also [Feller (1966), p. 194]} we de-
fine recursively a sequence of random variables w0 ,w1, ••• by w0 = 0 
and 
W l = max [W + U +l'OJ, n+ n n n=0,1, •.. , 
where U denotes the difference of the (n-I) th service time and the nth 
n 
interarrival time. In [Lindley (1952)] it is assumed that the random 
variables Un are i.i.d. Here we allow that Un+l depends on Wn' for example 
8 
th the service time of then customer depends on his waiting time. 
ASSUMPTIONS. The aonditiona.Z dist;i>ibution of Un+l given Wn =w does not 
depend on n (Zet F (.) denote the regula.r version of U 1 given W =w). w n+ n 
For f € C([O,m)) it holds trza.t 
(3.1) 
y-x . I f(x+z) dF (z) + f(O) F (-x) X X 
-x 




dF (z) = - a< O. 
X 
The stochastic kernel corresponding to the Markov process W, n=0,1, ••• , 
n 
satisfies 
P(x,[O,y]) = F (y-x). 
X 
Let y be such that for x ~ y 
I (x+z) dF (z) s x f 
X ) 
-x 
z dF (z) s x - a/2 
X 
and, moreover, (3.1) be satisfied, then it is straightforward to verify 
that conditions Sand C of section 2 hold with A= [0,y], ~(x) = 2x/a. 
It is well-known that the Doeblin condition implies the existence of an 
invariant probability measure. However, as pointed out in [Runnenburg 
(1960), p. 33], very few queueing processes satisfy the condition of 
Doeblin. If for some indecomposable Markov process the Doeblin condition 
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